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Description[ edit ] Adults of both sexes are medium to large chicken-like birds, stocky with round-wings.
They have short tails which are typically rounded and blue in color. Adult males have orange comb-like
feathers over their eyes and dark, elongated head feathers that can be raised or lain along neck. They also
possess a circular, un-feathered neck patch which can be inflated while displaying; this, like their comb
feathers, is also orange. Adults are about It was possibly a distinct species; in this case the two other forms
would be T. The greater prairie chicken, T. Population and habitat[ edit ] Greater prairie chickens prefer
undisturbed prairie and were originally found in tallgrass prairies. They can tolerate agricultural land mixed
with prairie, but fewer prairie chickens are found in areas that are more agricultural. Their diet consists
primarily of seeds and fruit , but during the summer they also eat insects and green plants. These birds were
once widespread all across the oak savanna and tall grass prairie ecosystem. Conservation[ edit ] The greater
prairie chicken was almost extinct in the s due to hunting pressure and habitat loss. They now only live on
small parcels of managed prairie land. It is thought that their current population is approximately , individuals.
However, the Missouri Department of Conservation has started a program to import prairie chickens from
Kansas and Nebraska in the hopes that they will be able to repopulate the state and increase that number to 3,
Central Wisconsin is home to approximately individuals, down from 55, when hunting was prohibited in As
the prairies to the south and west were lost to agriculture and development, and the southern half of Wisconsin
was logged, the prairies spread northward into the abandoned farmland. Today, over 30, acres are managed by
the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources as greater prairie chicken habitat. Threats[ edit ] Greater
prairie chickens are not threatened by severe winter weather. When the snow is thick they "dive" into the snow
to keep warm. A greater threat to the prairie chickens comes in the form of spring rains. These sometimes
drenching rains can wreak havoc on their chicks. Another major natural threat is drought. A drought can
destroy food and make it difficult for the chicks. Human interactions are by far the greatest threat. The
conversion of native prairie to cropland is very detrimental to these birds. It was found in a radio telemetry
study conducted by Kansas State University that "most prairie chicken hens avoided nesting or rearing their
broods within a quarter-mile of power lines and within a third-mile of improved roads. After population
bottleneck , human management of populations can also produce a loss of genetic variation and genetic
diversity in the species. They are territorial birds and often defend their booming grounds. These booming
grounds are the area in which they perform their displays in hopes of attracting females. Their displays consist
of inflating air sacs located on the side of their neck and snapping their tails. These booming grounds usually
have very short or no vegetation. The male prairie-chickens stay on this ground displaying for almost two
months. During this time the males establish booming sites where they display for the females. Due to their
now small populations and habitat fragmentation the greater prairie chickens often undergo inbreeding causing
observable inbreeding depression: After mating has taken place, the females move about one mile from the
booming grounds and begin to build their nests. Hens lay between 5 and 17 eggs per clutch and the eggs take
between 23 and 24 days to hatch. There are between five and 10 young per brood. The young are raised by the
female and fledge in one to four weeks, are completely independent by the tenth to twelfth week, and reach
sexual maturity by age one Ammann, A study of female greater prairie chickens in Kansas found that their
survival rates were 1. Pheasants lay their eggs in prairie-chicken nests. The pheasant eggs hatch first; this
causes the prairie chickens to leave the nest thinking that the young have hatched. In reality the eggs did not
hatch and the young usually die because the mother is not there to incubate the eggs. Displays at a lek in
Illinois, USA.
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Feathers from the Prairie has 1 rating and 1 review. Thomas said: Picked up this title at a used bookstore in Grand
Forks. It makes an excellent sourcebo.

One of the first thing I do when I begin my presentation is ask the children "what is a penguin? Even though
they are very un-birdlike, penguins possess feathers - this distinctly avian feature - as do all other birds.
Feathers are what immediately separate birds from other extant life forms. Van Grouw presents us
wonderfully rendered and designed illustrations of birds without this most defining feature and does it with a
deep knowledge of avian anatomy and behavior. The first part provides us with a primer on the generic bird.
The second part depicts how the structure and form of various bird families deviate from the basic bird design.
This description sounds like a myriad of other books, however van Grouw has produced a book anything but
ordinary. The section of the wing and tail also often depicts these structures with the covert feathers removed
to better convey how the major flight feathers and tail feathers relate to the muscular and skeletal features
underneath. The second section is the heart of this book - works of art depicting the bird at its most basic for
various bird families. The illustrations range from full skeletons to small body parts such as tongues and feet,
all rendered in a soft, pleasing sketch-like layout. The other twist in this book is the organization of the bird
families. Van Grouw chooses to arrange the birds according to the Systema Naturae of Linnaeus which was
based on the structural appearance of birds. The associated text is written in a pleasing non-technical voice and
conveys information on the behavior, physiology, and taxonomic relationship between various birds depicted
in the book. My only quibbles with this book are minor. I wish that there was at least some attempt to provide
a scale with the illustrations. Often I was not sure just how an illustration compared with the actual size of the
bird or bird part depicted. I also would have liked to see fewer illustrations of fully fleshed out bird feet. For
instance, one whole page is devoted to the depiction of a fully fleshed Gentoo Penguin foot and I would have
loved to see at least one depiction of the skeletal elements of the very distinctive penguin foot. She also missed
a great chance to discuss the recent revelation of the relationship between falcons and parrots which becomes
very believable with the illustrations of their respective skulls. This is a book that everyone interested in birds
should own and in particular, every bird painter, sculptor, and carver should be required to have this book and
study it well. Posted by John Carlson at.
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Joseph Knue is the author of Feathers from the Prairie ( avg rating, 1 rating, 1 review, published ), North Dakota Wildlife
Viewing Guide ( a.
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